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Necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for Smart Textiles to Impact the Industry

A Pathway to Functional Fiber Microsystems
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End-to-End Advanced Fabrics Prototyping Facility

A connected laboratory enterprise, world-class in its multi-disciplinary R&D and manufacturing opportunities, and 
supporting the development of advanced fiber and fabric technology and manufacturing process development 



Advanced Fabrics Enterprise enabled by collaborations across 
academic, industry and government partners





Pants comprised of advanced fiber 
and fabric technology 

Prototype Apparel Product Made by the FIN Addressing Multiple 
Challenges and Opportunities





Many light therapy products on the market. Existing solutions are 
uncomfortable & cumbersome, and they do not meet the sponsor’s needs. 

Total light therapy market about $1B and growing at 5% CAGR 



Enable ubiquitous oceanographic measurements such as temperature, 
pressure, and salinity in a fiber with distributed sensors.

Textiles with controlled delivery of active 
ingredients that are persistent through machine 

washing

“I really noticed the warming and cooling effect usually 
associated with muscle and joint pain creams. I tend to like 
that soothing feeling (I’ve applied topical creams to my back 
and shoulders pre- and post-round plenty of times, but never 
to my feet), so I was a big fan of the results.”



Thermochromic fibers for on-demand color change

“Researchers at the University of Central Florida have 
developed the first color-changing fabric that can be 
controlled with a smartphone. Professor Ayman 
Abouraddy and his team at CREOL, The College of 
Optics and Photonics, have developed a series of 
prototypes that includes purses and backpacks. The 
products change color and pattern through the use of an 
app or with the click of a built-in button.”

Fiber-optic embedded textile enables significantly improved infrastructure health measurements  



Climate adaptive garments

“Founded by four MIT alumni, the company is now working with 
the school’s Self-Assembly Lab to develop a business-casual 
sweater that continually adapts to the wearer’s body temperature. 
The material is made up of polymers that react when exposed to 
heat; its structure contains pores that close up to trap heat when 
the wearer is cold and open up to let in more air flow when a 
person is hot.”

This project serves as a great example of how passive (not-electrically-powered) fabrics can be functional

Gesture-sensitive functional textile touchpad interface 

Only 2 connections required

“In another initiative to reduce reliance on foreign made goods, the 
Pentagon has begun a partnership with domestic textile 
manufacturers to produce “smart fabrics” for use in military 
uniforms. Working through the Advanced Functional Fabrics of 
America nonprofit, the Defense Department has funded a 
collaborative research venture between the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Drexel University and Apex Mills.”

The smart textile capacitive touch sensor can serve as an interface platform in many applications, from smart 
automobile consoles to wearable human-device interfaces



The examples shown below exemplify the interplay between technology push and market pull



Broad set of commercial advancements to revolutionize 
textile industry



Integration with functional 
fabrics

Processing & data storage

Affordable devices

Foundry operations

Low-cost manufacturing

High throughput & speed

Complex product assembly

Customization





Meeting at 99 Degrees in Lawrence, MA together with 
MITLL & CCDC-SC staff and AFFOA Gov’t PM

Lead a Nationwide enterprise for advanced fiber & fabric 
technology and manufacturing innovation, enabling 

revolutionary new system capabilities for commercial and 
defense applications


